Secure, scalable,
remote access
to the applications
workers need
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) solutions deliver secure
virtual desktops and apps to end users, allowing workers
to get the job done without coming into the office.

60%

of executives expect
to increase
spending on virtual
collaboration tools.

Accessing tools
and documents
securely is a

top 2

concern for
remote workers.

In fact, VDI is so critical that
experts expect the global virtual
desktop market to grow to

65%
of executives believe
it’s very important to
increase employee
productivity in the
hybrid work setting.

$5

billion by 2022.

Even so, traditional on-prem VDI requires costly infrastructure and high-cost
implementation. The infrastructure and hardware can be difficult and expensive
to manage and maintain, and constant updates can cause outage windows.
Plus, on-prem VDI may require additional security solutions to ensure that all
endpoints are secure.
Modern cloud-hosted VDI, on the other hand, provides organizations with the
benefits of VDI with little to no infrastructure costs — while also allowing dynamic
scaling, easy integration with security solutions and simplified management.

Cloud VDI is great…
Create a modern remote
environment with managed VDI.
Securely enable employees to access
their desktops and applications
anywhere, anytime, from any device.

Provide a consistent,
secure experience
for all end users.

Modernize existing environment
with flexible, scalable,
cloud-based solutions.

Capitalize on existing
Microsoft® technology
investments.

…but does your organization have the skills and resources to:

1

Support cloud infrastructure
and modern VDI
management tools?

2

Keep up with changes to
ensure secure authentication
and access to VDI?

3

Constantly monitor usage,
performance and sizing?

4

Perform ongoing
maintenance, application
delivery and feature changes?

Introducing Managed VDI from Insight

Insight Managed VDI takes the challenges
out of maintaining your virtual environment
by offering:
Tool and portal management for Azure® Virtual
Desktop (AVD), VMware® and Citrix® solutions
Image management, including OS and application
updates and deployment of virtual machines
Application deployment

User experience monitoring

Automated processes

How Managed VDI improves your organization’s bottom line:

Reduce cost complexity with
flexible monthly billing while
optimizing your existing
Microsoft E3/E5 investments
and AVD entitlements.

Adapt to new threats
with fully integrated
endpoint security.

Refocus internal
resources on strategic
business initiatives.

Optimize performance
with comprehensive
monitoring and better
resource management.

To learn how Insight’s Managed VDI provides end users with
stable, secure access to remote desktops and apps while also
improving your bottom line, get in touch with an expert.
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